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My background

Education and professional
BA Mathematics

PhD Data mining

Fellow of the Institute of Mathematics & its Applications

Work - ‘client side’
Fast moving consumer goods

Royal Mail

Barclaycard

Work - consultancy
CACI Ltd

GfK NOP Ltd

Gordon Blunt Analytics Ltd
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Type of work

Client side
almost always in, or around, marketeers, so rarely amongst
other statisticians or mathematicians

always about data analysis in one form or another, the
majority either exploratory data analysis, or in helping the
non-numerate understand the implications of what the data
can tell us

Consultancy
similar to work on the client side, but typically a broader range
of projects, with less of an ‘end to end’ view

often brought in to satisfy short term resource issues

in recent years, mostly in retail financial services
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Issues in retail financial services

Lending
banks became less willing to lend than they had been

to consumers, businesses, or each other

Cost of funds
inter-bank lending became expensive in 2007
- reverted to the norm in Q3 2009?

Risk
more concern with bad debt than a few years ago

Margin
official bank rate (or base rate) is lower than ever
- harder to produce profitable products / services
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Regulation / legislation

In no particular order
Consumer Credit Directive

Treating Customers Fairly

Credit Card Default charges

Payment Services Directive

Current Account Market Study

Credit & Store Card Consultation

Product Sales Data

Interchange investigation

Payment Protection Insurance investigation

Banking Conduct of Business

Basel II and Capital Adequacy Directive

. . .
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Secured lending

Source: Bank of England
1990 1995 2000 2005 2010
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Changes in the environment

I chose one of the more dramatic changes to illustrate the impact
on the sector, although I could have shown others

Lending had been the main source of profit for the sector during
the decade 2000 - 2009

August 2007 was the month before the first signs of trouble -
Northern Rock had its first problems in September that year

Bank of England
Base rate is lower than it has ever been
. . . in more than 300 years

£200 billion pumped into the economy
(AKA ‘quantitative easing’)

‘NICE’ decade is over
(Non Inflationary Consistent Expansion)
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Data driven insight

Data driven insight is crucial
there will be more and more data

using data wisely will result in better decisions

the right skills to undertake analysis will be essential

businesses do not want the perfect (usually unattainable)

something that works now, not an unknown future date

Analysis projects
3 aspects - data, analysis and communication [Chambers 2008]

must use the latest technology to communicate our findings
the internet
dynamic, interactive graphics
real time data updating - models and data

if there are delays, opportunities might be missed
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Statisticians in business (more correctly, the numerate)

Communication
this is the most important aspect in business

will be even more important in future

as models and data sets become more and more complex

therefore less understandable to the lay person?

and with the democritisation of computing power and data

Who will provide the insight?
engineers and medics may be as useful as statisticians

they produce useable solutions

they are more numerous

may be less concerned with theoretical niceties

particularly where the data are messy
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Influencing skills

Business
profit is the imperative, not publication

it can be easy to take decisions based on hunch

people generally want a quick answer

with no uncertainty [sic]

and in days rather than weeks or months

Academia
enjoyment of the intellectual challenge for its own sake

getting things ‘right’ more important than a swift answer

will consider novel approaches

academic timescales may revolve around PhD projects

laughably long for most businesses
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Persuasion

My approach
present results face to face

ALWAYS - insist if necessary

follow up with written report

will be different from a PhD thesis or academic paper

use the structure described by David Hand [Hand 2010]

Some of the skills you’ll need
be a good, confident, presenter

write clear, concise documents

engage in debate

involve the client at all stages (AKA networking)

be positive!
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The importance of language - an example

Hypothesis testing
1

H0 = null hypothesis, H1 = alternative hypothesis

The final conclusion once the test has been carried out is always
given in terms of the null hypothesis

We either ‘reject H0 in favour of H1’ or ‘do not reject H0’, we never
conclude ‘reject H1’, or even ‘accept H1’

Use language carefully
avoid phrases such as ‘cannot do that’

offer a good alternative before saying ‘no’

be positive at all times

1http://www.stats.gla.ac.uk/steps/glossary/hypothesis testing.html#h1

http://www.stats.gla.ac.uk/steps/glossary/hypothesis_testing.html#h1
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Language . . . part II

Statistical language that might confuse
normal

error
- as in ‘standard error’ or ‘Type I error’

significance

variance

average
- possibly meaningless (largely) for highly skewed distributions

Don’t necessarily avoid statistical terms, but . . .
know your client - whether internal or external

if from a different field, choose your language carefully

use plain English if possible
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The analysis challenge

Business requirements
remember profit

little interest in developing new methods - unless they work!

speed to implement may be critical

outcome may need to be explicable

mandatory in the case of credit scoring

Issues
models built on historic data, applied to future data

models that evolve in real time?

fusion of disparate data sources?

expert systems developed for non-experts?

statisticians’ relationship with their clients
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Changing client requirements

Be flexible
a year may be a long time in business
be prepared for your project to . . .

be changed
be cancelled
become higher / lower priority

it will happen regularly

Be firm
clients may try to make decisions not based on data
- based on other knowledge, occasionally belief

always offer something based on your knowledge

this is too important not to use

even if it takes you out of your comfort zone
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Exploratory data analysis (EDA)

EDA is still essential
we owe thanks to John Tukey for his classic 1977 book [Tukey 1977]

there will be structures in the data of which we are unaware

we need to find them

distinguish between ‘real’ and process generated features

Visualisation is essential
visualisation is ‘a necessary part of data analysis’ [Cleveland 1993]

even more important given the size of modern data sets

and the fact that we need to use a computer to examine them

has been an active area of research in recent years

In many ways, data mining is EDA on large data sets
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‘End user’ EDA

Analysis vs business needs
data analysis needs ‘iteration and experimentation’ [Cleveland 1984]

often conflicts with business need for instant results

we must develop our skills in client handling and negotiation

the ‘quick & dirty’ will often work as well as the complex

Democritisation of data and analysis
how do we ensure non-experts use appropriate methods?

are able to visualise and model data appropriately

so that they can learn from their own data

there is more to life than bar and pie charts!

we must work with our non-statistician colleagues
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Nature of the data

Opportunistic
data are often a by-product of operational processes

they are not drawn from a properly constructed sample

probably contain missing or incorrect fields

Large data sets
millions of cases, thousands of variables
(at an extreme Yahoo’s 25 terabytes every day) [Fayyad 2009]

problems with use of ‘standard’ statistical techniques

often will not fit ‘standard’ distributions

any statistical test likely to prove significant
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Credit card sales transactions

Transaction value, £
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Data first reported in, with more detail, Prospecting for gems in credit card data [Hand and Blunt 2001]
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Credit card transactions in two sectors

Petrol stations

Bars at £1 intervals, largest 0.5% of transactions omitted
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Spikes at multiples of £5
and of £6 too . . .

Supermarkets

Bars at £1 intervals, largest 0.5% of transactions omitted
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A much smoother distribution
but there are some small peaks

Both of these sectors have frequent, relatively low value, transactions
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Data quality

Some issues
spikes in account balances at £1, £5, £10 . . .

customers with more than one ‘unique record number’

overdrawn savings accounts

interest charged on credit balances

mortgage customers who are 4 years old

Data quality
distrust a ‘clean’ dataset (unless you’ve done the cleaning!)

cleaning the data can take 80% - 90% of a project’s time

automatic fault removal may remove real features

distinguishing ‘real’ from systemic patterns may not be trivial
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Local patterns - around £10

Petrol stations

Bars at penny intervals
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few transactions below £10

Supermarkets

Bars at penny intervals
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Peak now at £9.99
slightly smaller one at £10

Models must take account of these structures, of course
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Three broad areas

Operational
manufacturing

customer databases

stock management etc etc . . .

Statistical - using all the power now available to us
credit risk

marketing

empirical finance etc etc . . .

‘Business desktop’ - the majority of people today?
every other analysis?

Microsoft R© dominates, particularly Excel R© and PowerPoint R©

other software is better suited to modern statistical
graphics and techniques
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Systems constraints

Operational
the need for ‘regression testing’

new systems must work from day 1

millions of customers, hundreds of millions of transactions

too big to allow to fail

Legacy systems
some systems may be based on those written 30 years ago

the origins may be lost in the mists of time somewhere . . .

anything new must work with them

and ideally what comes in the future
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Software . . . ermm, well . . .

The choice might be fairly limited

hidden text in block
SAS R© is the de facto standard in
retail financial services, trying to
introduce other software may be
difficult

My preferred option would be to
use R, but most of my clients do
not allow executable files to be
downloaded and installed
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Careers

Opportunities
marketing, credit risk, fraud etc etc
- and, of course, not restricted to retail banking

Good things
large, interesting, data sets
- possibly only one step removed from consumers’ behaviour

huge potential for the technically able communicator

wide variety of techniques and advice you can give

Not so good things
less freedom than academia
- may not be able to publish

may be tedious at times . . . ‘not another b***** scorecard!!’

may be given tasks where we have no skills
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Final thoughts - how to succeed

With the presence of a computer and data on most desktops, we
risk losing involvement with much data analysis

We may also have to modify our
culture. Any statistician who has
worked in other data related
fields is struck by their “culture
gap” with statistics.

[Friedman 1997]

We must engage with
non-statistician colleagues, to
avoid some of the communication
problems David Hand described
in his RSS Presidential Address

[Hand 2009]

Opportunities . . .
for us to improve the quality of data based decisions

to have access to a wide variety of interesting data sets

communicate, communicate, communicate
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The books on the left are technical, the ones on the right will be useful in influencing colleagues and clients
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